Murine spinal cord transcriptome analysis following reduction of prevalent myelin cDNA sequences.
From 1,000 randomly selected colonies from cDNA libraries derived from murine spinal cord subtracted against white matter by means of suppression subtractive hybridization, 220 clones were identified as differentially expressed by dot blot analysis. Sequence analysis by the BLAST programming identified 140 unique genes. (1) The percentage of known sequences from myelin and other glial sources was reduced by approximately 75% over previous, similar subtractions employing visual cortex as the driver. (2) Differentially expressed genes tended to reflect existing expectations concerning structure and function of the spinal cord. (3) About 35% of all genes differentially expressed in the spinal cord in this study are also known to be differentially expressed for this structure as tabulated in the UniGene database. (4) About 33% of all genes differentially expressed in the present study are recorded as not present when measured in the spinal cord according to the UniGene database indicating that present techniques are not recording about a third of differentially expressed genes in this structure. (5) About 15% of all differentially expressed genes are for unknown, putative or hypothetical protein products. (6) About 4% of all differentially expressed genes are novel expressed sequence tags for the mouse. The current study demonstrates the importance of reducing the presence of glial associated sequences when comparing brain regions. It is concluded that the persistence of some myelin sequences in the spinal cord when white matter is used as the driver indicates that myelination is more active in this structure than for those areas represented by white matter and corpus callosum.